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Many rnachines that are used in forest, mining and construction industries, are rro-

bile, heavy-duty and carry hydraulically-actuated manipulators. They constantly

interact with unstructured environments and experience different loading. As a re-

sult, these nachines are susceptible to tipping-over. This thesis is concerned with

the det eloprnent of a suitable algorithm for computing the margin of stability of such

mobile rnanipulators in real-time. The margin of stability shows the proxirnity of the

rnachine to tipping-over condition at each instant.

The stability analysis algorithm developed in this thesis is an extension of the

method by Messuri and Klien (1985) and is able to quantitatively reflect the effect

of all relevant factors on the machine stability. These factors include the location of

the centre of gravity, spatially placed contact points with ground, presence of sub-

stantial for-ces and mornents arising from the rnanipulation of the implernent, and

rough terrain condition. The algorithm first deterrnines the instantaneous unstable

configulation about each axis of potential overturning of the rnachine. A nern' concept

called 'equilibriurn plane' is defined for this pulpose. When the machine is hypothet-

ically rotated around the edge until the center of glavity falls in tliis plane, the net

rnoment around the eclge becomes rninirnuln in the absolute sense. The arnount of

the rvork rìecessary to bling the machine fi'orn the curlent stable position to this verge

of instability is then cornputed to determine the rnargin of stabilitl'.

The methodology ancl algorithrn deveiopecl in this thesis is exemplified rvith an

excavator-based log loader. Tlie algorithm is irnplementecl in a simulation pt'oglarn

rvlitten in C language and real-tirne aspect of it is stuclied. Sirnulation stuclies of

the canclidate tnachine clearly shorv that the folces and rnornents arising fi'orn the

tnanipulation of the irnplernent are important in stability status and thus cannot

be overloolcecl. Fut'theltnore, a sirnple trvo-dirnensional glal>liical display follnat is

pt'oposed f'ol quantitative clem<>nstla,tion (to the rnachine operator) of the ploxirnity

to instability at each instant.

i
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Forest, mining ancl construction inclustries use a wicle variety of machines, each aclapt-

ecl to palticulal operating conditions ancl functions. Recently these inclustries have

appliecl teleoperation concepts to improve the perfolmance and efficiency of their ma-

chineries. In teleoperation, the operatoL's clemancls (position ancl velocity) are passecl

to a computer which is interfaced to the machine and performs the actual control.

This approach has many potential benefits. For example, repetitive tasks can be

performed automatically and operatols can be relievecl from some of the low-level

decisions (equipment operation) to concentrate more on high-level decisions (task

planning).

Almost all the machines that ar-e used in such primary inclustries have the com-

mon characteristics that they are mobile, heavy-duty, have hyclraulically-actuated

manipulator-like structules (see Figure 1.1), ancl constantly interact with the envi-

ronment. Therefore, they are susceptible to instability. Here by instabiliiy we mean

the tipping-over of the machine. Although modern equipment protects the operator,

acciclents such as machine tipping over still results in personal injury ancl equipment

clamage [1].

1



The objective of this thesis was to first establish a scheme suitable for cletermining

the potential of tipping over for the class of machines that are usually used in primary

inclustries. Such a scheme can be usecl as part of a fault diagnostic system in order to

relieve the operator from often non-intuitive and exhaustive tash of maintaining the

stability of the machine especially in the presence of large loadings or interaction with

the environment while performing clifferent taslcs. The algorithm can also be usecl

within a simulation program at the design level. This simulation program can provide

an inexpensive, fast and safe methocl to fine tune the clesign details of different palts

of the machine basecl on the stability criteria. One example of these design details is

the amount ancl location of the counterweight.

Initial wolk on stability of mobile vehicles was only concernecl with the static

2

Figure 1.1: Typical mobile heavy-cluty hydraulic machine.



stability zrs appliecl to slow moving walliing machines. iVlcGhee ancl Fr¿rnk [2] clefinecl

¿ì ûìeasure of stzr,bility for machines r,r'all<ing over.' ¿ìn even terrairr. Their u'ork was

later moclifiecl by Song ancl lValch'on [3] to inclucle the effect of motion over rough

terrain or slopecl glouncl. iVlessuri ancl l(lein [4] introclucecl a clifferent rneasnre of

stability ter-mecl "Energy Stability Vlargin", which coulcl ev¿rluate the level of stability

of the machine inclucling tlie effect of the veltical position of the centre of gravity

[5]. Daviclson ancl Schweitzer [6] clevelopecl a methocl basecl on screw mechanics for

stabiliiy assessment which incluclecl the effect of inertial ancl external loacls oliginating

fi'om the manipulator-lihe tool attachecl to the machine. These methocls though

valuable, have iimitecl application to the type of machines subject to this stucly.

The leason is that none of these methocls can talce into consideration all factors

affecting the stability of the class of mobile heavy-cluty hyclraulic manipulators uncler

investigation. These factors inclucle the location of centre of gravity, spatially placecl

contact points with ground, presence of substantial inertial ancl external loaclings ancl

rough terrain conclition.

As a palt of this thesis, a ne\Ã/ measure of stability is introclucecl which is in fact

an extension of Messuri and l(lein's methocl. Comparecl with the existing methocls,

the methocl presented in this thesis can quantitatively reflect the effect of all factor-s

contributing to the stability status of the machine.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, existing measures of stability for

moving base manipulators are reviewecl and evaluatecl. In Chapter 3, a new measuÌe

of stability is introcluced ancl a software package for real-time stability analysis of

a 2I5B Caterpillar excavator is cleveloped. Chapter 4 includes simuiation stuclies

of the stability characteristics of the excavator-basecl machine, using the algorithm

developecl in Chapter 3. Finally a graphical display concept which quantitatively

shows the stability condition of the machine at each instant is presentecl in Chapter

5 which is followecl by conclusions ancl suggestions in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Most of the worlç concelning the stability of vehicles has been clone with static stability

of leggecl locomotion systems in mind. However, when non-slicling contact with the

gronncl is assumecl, it cloesn't mahe any clifference whether the vehicle is leggecl,

wheelecl or a combination of both [6]. In this chapter, we first stucly existing measures

of stability and investigate the potentials and limitations of each technique. The

primary criterion for evaluating these measures is the ability to reflect the effect of all

lelevant factors on stability inclucling the terrain condition, centre of gravity position

and general destabilizing forces and moments applied to a vehicle. For machines used

in forestry and construction inclustries, the destabilizing forces and moments originate

from the manipulator-lilie arm carried by ihe vehicle. In this chapter, it is shown that

none of the existing measures of stability fulfills the above criterion and a neecl for

developing a new measure of stability is cliscussed.



2.L static stability Based on Projection Method

Urltil recently most of the lesealch on static stability of vehicle locomotion w¿rs basecl

on \4cGhee ancl Franlt's clefinitions of static stability. Stuclying the leggecl locornotion

in 1968, they clevelopecl a set'ies of clefinitions ancl theolems to cletermine the static

stability of a wallçing machine while moving oveÌ an even terrain [2]. The static sta-

bility assessment criterion is establishecl through the following clefinitions:

Defi'ni'ti'on / : The su,pport pattern associatecl with a given support state is the mini-

mtlm area convex point set in the support plane such that all of the leg contact points

ale containecl [2].

Defirt'i,t'ion 2: An icleal leggecl locomotion machine is stati,cally stable if all legs in

contact with the support piane at the given time remain in contact with that plane

when all legs of the machine are fixecl at their locations, ancl the translational ancl

rotational velocities of the resulting rigicl bocly are simultaneously reclucecl to zero.

Definition 3: The magnitucle of the stati,c stabitity margi,n for an arbitrary support

pattern is equal to the shortest distance from the vertical projection of the centr-e

of gravity to any point on the boundary of the support pattern. If the pattern is

statically stable, the stability margin is positive; otherwise, it is negative.

Figure 2.1 shows the application of these clefinitions to a case stucly. Here S"

ancl S¡ are the magnitudes of the static stability measure for rear and front eclges of

the support boundary, respectively. Note that stability as definecl by S" and S¡ are

related to the moments of weight force around the sicles of the support pattern. A
zero restoring moment means the body is on the verge of instability. Note also that

the expression for the static stability cloes not include the walhing height H (centre

of gravity height). H which is also referred to as top-heaviness, is expectecl to have

an effect on the stability of the vehicle [4,6].

Working on the Aclaptive Suspension Vehicle project at Ohio State University,

5



Song ancl Walch'on stucliecl static stability of walking machines [3]. They generalizecl

the projection methocl to inclucle the case of walhing over rough terrain. A rough

terrain situation is when supporting feet contact points clo not fall in a horizontal

plane. The following clefinitions establish the genelalizecl projection methocl for static

stability assessment:

Defi'n'ition /r.: Ã support pattern is a two-climensionalpoint set in a horizontal plane

consisting of the convex hull of the vertical projection of all foot points in support

phase [3].

Defini'ti.on 5; The stabi,li,ty margi.nis the sholtest distance of the vertical projection of

the centre of gravity to the bounclaries of the support pattern in the horizontal plane

[3]

The application of these definitions for the case of a vehicle on a slope with graclient

angle of d is shown in Figure 2.2. Note that a similar condition can also occrlr when

the vehicle is moving over a rough terrain. According to above definitions, the static

stability for rear ancl front edges of the support boundaly are [7],

Figure 2.1: iVlcGhee ancl Franh's clefinition of static stability margin.

Therefore the effect of moving over a rough terrain is incluclecl in this clefinition. The

maximum gladient, 0,no,, before the onset of instability, can be calculatecl by putting

6
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Figure 2.2: Song ancl Walclron measule of static stability.

S, : 0 ancl solving for d ;

0^n':¿n"-t(*)\ H/
Although this clefinition is an improvement over iVlcGhee ancl Franlc's measure for

static stability, it is still a qualitative measure in the sense that it cannot reflect,

quantitatively, the effect of top-heaviness for all cases. For- example considel the case

of locomotion over a gradient with a levelled bocly as in Figure 2.3. Based on Song

and Walclron's definition of static stability, the margin of stability is at maximum

(S' : S¡ : So). Therefore the effect of H is again ignored. Note also that these

measures of stability preclicts the same level of static stability for front ancl rear sicle,

however, it seems to be easier for the vehicle to tip-over clownhill rather than uphill

[4] Another limitation of this method is that the effect of destabilizing forces ancl

moments other than gravity cannot be included. Despite the above shortcomings,

the projection methocl has been very useful in the gait studies of walking locomotion

[9,9,10].

2.2 Energy Stability Level Concept

The measure of stabilities defined so far were not able to fully take into account the

effects of uneven terrain [a] To overcome this problem, Messuri and Klein clefinecl a

7
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quantity callecl "Energy Stability Level" [a]. The measrlre of stability basecl on energy

stability level concept is clefinecl by the following statements:

Defi,ni,ti,on 6: The support boztndary associated with a given support state consist

of line segments connecting the tips of the suppolt feet that form the support pattern.

Defi,ni.ti,on 7 The energy stabi,lity leuel associatecl with a particular eclge of a

support bounclar-y is equal to the work requirecl to rotate the body centre of gravity,

about the eclge, to a position where the vertical projection of the body centre of

gravity lies along that eclge of the support boundary.

Defini,t'ion 8: The energy stabili,ty marg'in for an arbitrary support boundary is

equal to the minimum of the enel'gy stabiliiy levels associatecl with each eclge of that

support bounclary.

Figure 2.4a shows the application of these definitions for the case of a vehicle with

levelled body over a level terrain. Here the energy stability level is

Figule 2.3: Static stability rnargin for levellecl bocly on a graclient.

where E is the worl< necessary to bring the centre of gravity over the edge. Note that

the centre of gravity height ä is implicitly includecl in Equation (2.4) by the following

8
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relation,

Figure 2.4b shows the application of the above energy stability level concept for the

case of a levellecl bocly over a graclient. Here the energy stability level for the rear

eclge is mght which is less than the enel'gy stability level for the front eclge mgh2. This

shows a greater possibility of tipping oveÌ arouncl the rear edge. Stability assessment

basecl on the enelgy stability margin is therefore more accurate since there is no

projection of the centre of glavity involvecl, ancl effects of top-heaviness ancl motion

over rough terrain are also includecl.

The limiting gradient angle for the case of locomotion over a graclient with a fixecl

bocly height can be computecl from Figure 2.5. From previous analysis, the minimum

stability is associated with the rear edge. The stability ievel for this eclge, therefore,

cletermines the energy stability margin. þ and d are related such that

tþ:tan-tt*l - o (2.6)'H'
On the verge of instability we have tþ: 0, and the limiting gradient angle is obtainecl

ast

o*o* : ton-t(\) (2.7),H'
Note that this is the same result obtainecl by using Song ancl Walclron's method. This

I

Figure 2.4: Energy stability margin.

'þ 
:'o'_11

a
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Figu'e 2.b: iVlaximurn graclient using energy stability margin.

again confirms the fact that lValclron ancl Song's clefinition of stability can correctly
show the onset of instability. The only clrawbach of the energy stability level concept is
that Messuri ancl I(lein clicl not include the effect of clestabilizing forces ancl moments
other than the weight force in their formulations.

2.3 stability Measure using screw Mechanics

Measures of stability clescribecl so far cleal with cases where the only clestabilizing
forces and moments are clue to the weight force. In the case of heavy-duty mobile
manipulators which are equippecl with heavy tools, having large moment of inertia
and subjectecl to considerable external loacls, other factors come into play. In fact
a large portion of clestabilizing forces ancl moments could be due to the inertial ancl
external loads' To incorporate these effects, Davidson and Schweitzer clevelopecl a
method for stability margin calculations based on the theory of screws [6]. As this
method primarily seems to provicle the necessary tools for stability analysis of the
machines subject to this stucly, a more cletailecl examination of it will be presentecl.
First a brief introcluction of the screr,¡/ theory is presentecl here ancl in Appenclix A.

consider a rigicl body with general forces Fr, Fr,..., ancl general moments ilÌr, ùIr, ...
acting simultaneously on it. We can transfer all the forces while preserving the cli-
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rection of the lines of action so that they all act through an arbitr.alily chosen point

,4. The shift to a common point procluces corresponcling momenls tI¿t,Ñ1or,.... Alt

the shiftecl force vectorr -Ërrr, Frtz,..., can be aclclecl vectorially to give the resultant

folce É¿ passing thlough ,4.. Similarly all ihe moments both appli ecl ÑIt, Ñ12,..., and

proclucecl as a resttlt of shifting ÑI or, ù ¡r,. . . , are aclclecl to give the resultant moment

úo 1t"" Figure 2.6a). In general Éa ancl ú¿ are not palallel. We can resolve ú¿
in two components, ú parallel to É¿ ancl 1ü, at right angle to it (see Figure 2.6a).

We then shift Ë¿ by a clistant lil to a line lzllparallel to it in the plane perpendicular

to Iü, such that (see Figure 2.6b),

(a) ft)

Figule 2.6: Definition of wrench.

Line W is unique [11]. When the resultant force É (lËl : lÉrl) ties along W,the

free vector representing the corlesponcling resultant moment ú is parallel to W ancl

therefore parallel to Ë. this force-moment combination is callecl a wrench, associated

with the line W. It is also called a wrench-axis or a screw. A wrench has a scalar

pitch lz of dimension length, such that

F x i- -M,

hF:M

11
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ll is positive lt'hen the force ancl moment vectols are clirectecl in the sarne sense

accorcling to the right-hancl convention i11]. lËl is c¿r,llecl the intensity of the lvrench.

A concise methocl of representing a general wrench is proviclecl by six Plulcer- line

coorclinates (see Appenclix A for cletails on the Plulcel coorclinate systern). Using the

Pluker notatlon, a genelal wr-ench is replesentecl by

r,vhere $p leplesents the scre\M axis W. ãp is the unit vector in the clirection of the

screw axis, ancl ãr" is the moment vector of tlie sctew axis arouncl the origin of

the coolclinates frame. A Plul<er coorclinate system allows to combine the for.ce ancl

moment parts of a r,vlench in one notation (note that, lËla" : É ancl lÉlã," - ú;.
The results for the statics of a rigicl bocly can also be appliecl to instantaneous

lçinematics of rigicl boclies. An instantaneous movement of the bocly can be expressecl

as a resultant angular velocity ¿i about a unique instantaneor-ls screv/ axis, together

with a resultant translational velocity ü parallel to the instantaneous scre\,v axis. The

scÌe\¡/ axis has a unique pitch å of climension length, such that

lÉls" : lFl[ãF;ã,F]

This combination of linear and rotational motion is called a twist [11]. A twist has

an intensity of lril, ancl using the six Plulçer line coordinates, is representecl as

where $. is the screw axis.

To apply screw theory to the stability analysis of moving base manipulatols,

Davidson ancl Schweitzer treated each mode of instability as a pure rotation about

the axis clefinecl by two adjacent points of the support boundary [6]. Therefore each

potential tip-over axis is representecl by a virtual twist ldl$., consisting of pure ro-

tation only (i.e., a zero pitch). Figure 2.7 shows the tip-over axes ($,) fo. a four

t2

(2.10)

hú:i

ldl$." : ldllzu;ã"-]

(2.11)

(2.12)



contact point support bounclar-y. Similarly all forces ancl moments appliecl to the

base, incluclinggravity, inertial ancl external loacls are representecl by awrench lÉl$r.
The methocl calculates the virtual power proclucecl by the action of the total wrench

upon the viltual twist corresponcling to each instability mocle [6]. In sclew theory

terminology, the power P, producecl by a wrench lÉl$F : lÉl[ãr;ã',r] acting on a

twist lcil$.: ldl["-;d,-] ir computed from (see Appenclix A for details)

Figure 2.7: Describing potential tip-over axes using screw theory.

p : (É .Í + ti.tü) : ¡É¡¡a¡1a" .ä,_ + a", .ã,F)

which can be rewritten as,

A is defined as

[13] is a (3 x 3) identity matrix. A, in fact, performs the necessary order interchange

in $', row vector. The quantity lÉlloil is callecl the power amplitucle.

Davidson ancl Shweitzer used normalizecl po\¡/er (i.e., with unity amplitude) and

definecl the normalizecl virtual power for each edge of the suppolt bounclary as,

P: lÉlldl[$,]"[^][$F]

o:l 13 
IL¡' l

(2.i3)

Kij : [$,j]7[A][$F]

13

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)



rvhele subsclipt'z,j't'efet's to each tip-ovel axis. A negative virtual power implies

stability ¿rncl the magnitucle of e¿r.ch nolm¿-r,lizecl virtual po\,ver represents the level of

stability fol respective eclge of the snpport bounclaly.

Figure 2.8 shows the application of this methocl to a sirnple case study. The

bocly is actecl upon by a concentratecl force F, a -o- ent ÑI ancl the weight force

mg. The screw axis $rz for the zero-pitch twist (pule rotation) is obtainecl fi'om the

coorclinates of two acljacent contact points (see Appenclix A). These coorclinates are

(*t,yt., z¡,r01) ancl (r2, ?J2, 22,r.u2) where ?u1 ancl u)2 z\re homogeneous coorclinates ancl

are normally taken as unity. The coorclinates of the scre\M axis are calculatecl as six

(2 x 2) cleterminants from the array

| ,u, 11 ut ,r1

1,,:, 12 ;;' ,'I (217)

Using the formulation in Hunt [11] ancl assumíng z1: -0.5 ancl z2:0.5 we have

$r, : [0,0,1, -H,l1,olT

\À/r'enches for the weight mg, folce.Ë ancl moment fiI ur"

llîllgw : m,lo,-1, o, o, o, o]

Figure 2.8: Stability analysis using screw mechanics.
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¡F¡$r, : lFl f-.cos6, si'n6,0,0,0, l2s,in6+ (/, - H)cos6l

¡úl$,rr : llvlp,o, o, o, o, 1l

Therefore

lÉl$F : lvitlyw + lFlgr + ltrl.$ nr

: l-lFlcos6,,lFlsin6 - 'ffi7,0, 0, 0, UVII + lFl(t2sin6 + (/, - H)cos6Qþ.IB)

$p is obtainecl by normalizing Equation (2.1S):

s,:tffi,ffi;ry,o,o,o, l (2.1e)

where

Finally the normalizecl virtual power for tip-over axis $rz is computecl from

r{n: io o 1 -H h o]

norn't:

Note that the numerator of Equation (2.20) is in fact the summation of moments

arouncl the support bounclary edge. It is seen that the walking height (centre of

gravity height H) is absent from Equation (2.20) for Ke, indicating that this methocl

can not reflect the effect of top-heaviness. In fact one can conclucle that the method

presentecl by Daviclson ancl Shweitzer is based on computing the moment of all forces

and moments acting on the vehicle around the edges of the support bounclary which

can impose some restrictions on the application of this methocl.

i5

tslFlcosî - ttms + l-Pl(h t t2)sin6 + lNIl

000100
000010
000001
100000
010000

tf ?lrlro'6)'+ (lFlsi,n6 - *g)'

00i000

- ll7lcos6
no7'm

lFlsin6-ms
rLOTM

0

0

0

I M | *l F l(Iz sinó* (l¡ - Ir)cosó)

(2.20)



Figule 2.9: Evaluation of screw theory methocl.

Now consicler the case of motion with levellecl bocly oveï ¿ì rough telrain. Referling

to Figure 2.9, the contact points have the following coorclinates in r;yz coorclinates,

(ro,Uo, z¿,u¡)

(*",y", zg,rup)

(*" , r", zC, wC)

(*r,uo, zD)wD)

The only acting force is assumecl to be

of the ryzframe. Therefore we have,

lËl$F : rnslo,o, -1; o, o, ol

Twist axes for sides ,48 andÎD are,

: (L,2, _r,7)

: (_7,2,_1,1)

: (-7, -2, _2,7)

: (7, -2, _2,I)

$¿¿

$c¿

The normalized virtual power for

the gravity force passing through the origin

: [-1,0, 0;0, -I,2]T
: [1,0,0; o,2,2lr

these two axes of potential tip-over is computed as
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This preclicts that both sicles AB ancl CD exhibit the same I

does not seem to be correct [4].

To summarize, the main aclvantage of this method is the ability to include clesta-

bilizing folces othel than the gravity force . But we also noted some drawbaclcs. The

methocl cannot reflect the effect of top-heaviness ancl walhing ovel rough terrain on

the stability of the bocly. Therefore, although this method has been founcl to be the

only available scheme that includes external and inertial loads in the stability evalu-

ation, it is not further stuclied in this thesis. A methocl similar to the one discussed

above is presented in [12]. In this methocl the resultant moment arouncl each eclge of

the support bounclary is used as the measure of stability. This measuÌe of stability

again cannot inclucle the effect of top-heaviness.
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Chapter 3

Stability Analysis of Mobile

Manipulators

The literature survey in Chapter' 2, showecl that the energy stability margin clefinecl

by Messuri ancl l(lein is the only measure of stability which can inclucle effects of

top-heaviness ancl locomotion over rough terrain on the stability calculation of the

vehicles. The method, however, is confined to stability analysis of vehicles subject

to weight forces only and does not consider cases when other destabilizing forces ancl

moments are present. The objective in this chapter is to extend the clefinition of

energy stability level by lVlessuri and Klein so that it could include the effect of all

possible clestabilizing forces and moments. This requires the stucly of the contribution

by external and inertial loads, to the energy stability level of a general support bouncl-

ary representing spatially placed feet contacts. These loads are non-conservative in

nature and have arbitrary orientations in space.

Section 3.1 is dedicated to clevelopment of an extended measure of stability which

includes the effect of ali relevant factors in the stability of a mobile machine. The

compnter software, cleveloped for stability analysis of the class of machines subject

18



to this stucly (see Figure 1.1), is clescribecl in Section 3.2. As mentionecl before these

rnachines calry heavy-cluty hyclraulic marripulatols ¿lrrcl one of the contlibuting factols

in cletelmining the stability in these ma,chines, is the forces ancl rnoments exertecl

by ihe manipulator-lilte linkage part. The algor-ithm plesentecl in Section 3.2 first

calculates these fot'ces ¿ncl moments, then nses the measure of stability folmulatecl in

Section 3.1 to compute their effects on the stability of the machine.

3.1 Extended Measure of Stability

3.1-.1- Methodology

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic two climensional view of a vehicle moving over a graclient.

The machine is subject to gravity loading (*S), force F ancl moment M. Basecl on

clefinitions 6,7 and 8 by Messuri ancl l(lein, in the absence of M ancl F, the energy

stability level for the rear eclge of the support boundary fi, woulcl be equal to mgh1.

This is the amount of worlç necessary to bring the centre of gravity to a vertical

plane over the rear eclge. Note that since the weight is a conservative force, the worlc

clone to rotate the centre of gravity depends only on the change in the height ancl

not the path travellecl. Also note that when the centre of gravity is in the vertical

plane the moment arouncl the edge of the support boundary fi is zelo ancl the bocly

is considerecl to be on the velge of instability.

Now consicler the case when M ancl F are present as shown in Figure 3.1. In-

tuitively, the amount of work necessary to bring the body on the verge of instability

should be less since M and F are in the direction of rotation and tipping over arouncl

the rear eclge appears to be easier. This observation suggests that the effect of clesta-

bilizing forces ancl moments should somehow be reflectecl in the definition of energy

stability level. In this worlç we inclucle such effects by calculating the amount of worlc
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clone by these forces ancl moments cluring the hypothetical rotation of the bocly to

the point of instabiliiy. The onset of instability occurs when the summation of all

moments around the eclge of a support boundary becomes zero. In the absence of M
ancl F, this woulcl happen when the centle of gravity is brought to a vertical plane. In

the presence of M ancl F, the zero moment condition will be satisfiecl when the centre

of gravity is rotatecl to a plane E (see Figure 3.2) which in general is not a vertical

piane. Plane E is herewith callecl the eclui,ti,bri,um plane. The wollc calculations for

cletermining the energy stability level shoulcl therefore be basecl on the hypothetical

rotation of the bocly centre of gravity to the equilibrium plane. For the simple case

clepictecl in Figure 3.2, the angle / which clefines the equilibrium plane E is obtainecl

by putting the summation of alt moments around f1 to zero, i.e.,

Figure 3.1: Extenclecl measure of stability (concept).

where 4 is the component of force tangent to the circular path. The angle / in this

figure, is founcl from the following relation:

ÐM : Ft Rt + tll + m I Rt sin(-6) : g

Note that a clestabilizing moment has

It

Ó: sin
.FrR't*M

-a

m9 Rt

been assignecl
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(3 2) Equation (3.1) is constructecl basecl on the assumption that the clirection of

the force F cloes not change relative to the body cluring the hypothetical rotation to

the equilibrium plane.

Now consicler the situation clepictecl in Figure 3.3. The summation of all moments

around fi is,

Figure 3.2: Concept of equilibrium plane.

ft
For F> mgrfl, the sum of the moments arouncl the point fi will never be zero and

consequently, Ó can not be found from Equation (3.2). This case represents a stable

situation, for foot location h, in the sense that the body will never be on the verge of

instability if rotatecl around this particular edge of the suppolt bounclary. However,

in order to be able to include this special case in the definition of energy stability

level, we simply define the equilibrium plane where the net moment around the eclge

of the support boundary is minimum in its absolute sense. In Figure 3.3 we note that

for the case when F> mgrf I equilibrium plane is described with an angle of @:99'
from the vertical plane.

2I

Itø - rn g r si,nþ - F t (3 3)



Concepts presented above are now generalizecl for developing an extenclecl mea-

sure of stability in following definitions. Definition of support bounclary ancl energy

stability margin here is the same as the one usecl by N{essuri ancl l(lein [4] (Definition

6 in Section 2.2).

Definition 9: The etlu'ili,bri,um plane associated with a particular eclge of a support

bounclary is a piane containing the edge ancl with an orientation with respect to the

ver.tical plane such that if the body is rotated arouncl the eclge until the centre of

gravity falls in this plane, the net moment of all present forces ancl moments arouncl

the eclge becomes minimum in the absolute sense.

Defini'ti'on 10: The energy stability level associated with a particular edge of a

support boundary is equal to the wollc clone to rotate the vehicle body (which is

subjected to gravitational as well as external and inertial forces/moments) about the

eclge, until the center of gravity reaches the equilibrium plane.

In computing the amount of the worh, it should be noted that the gravity force

is conservative while all other forces and moments are non-conservative. The energy

stability level as definecl above is a negative quantity for a stable condition. To be

22
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consistent with the worlç of Nlessuri ancl l(lein, \'ve use the negative of this cluantity,

i.e., zr, positive value of enelgy staltility level for a sta,ble sitn¿r,tiorr.

The m¿rin application of the extenclecl rneasrlre of stability is for vehicles calrying

a rnanipulator'-like arm with consiclerable inertia such as those usecl in forestry ancl

mining inclustlies. Implementing this extenclecl measure of stability woulcl be easier if
all clestabilizing forces ancl moments other than weight are transferrecl to a common

base. For vehicles carrying a manipulator-like tool, the manipulator base seems to be

the best choice for this pulpose.

3.L.2 Forrnulation

The calculation of energy stability level accorcling to the clefinitions outlinecl in the

previotts section consists of three steps; fincling the equiliblium plane, calculation

of the worl< clone to rotate the centle of gravity to the equilibrium plane (in the

presence of only gravity loading), and finally calculation of the worlç done by all

other clestabilizing forces ancl moments othel than gravity loacling cluring the same

rotation of the machine. Worlç calculations can also be classified as calculation of

worlc clone by conservative and non-conservative forces and moments. The gravity

force is conservative which means the worh done by it depends only on initial ancl

final positions. The worl< done by other destabilizing forces and moments which are

non-conservative, depends on the path travelled. The path chosen here is a cilcular

curve which is formecl when the machine is rotatecl around an edge of the support

boundary.

Coordinate systems. Figure 3.4 shows the general coordinate systems used in

the formulations. Frame XYZ is called 'machine coorclinate frame' and is attachecl

to the vehicle bocly at point P. This frame moves with the body. The selection of

point P is arbitraly. For machines subject to this study which carry a manipulator
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arm the manipulator base is the most convenient selection (see also Figure 1.1). We

assume that all forces ancl moments arising from the manipulation of the implement

are lcnown in this frame. Coorclinates of contact points are also known in the machine

frame.

Gravity frame XtZ is clefined with the origin always at the centre of gravity of

the machine. Z is in clirection opposite to acceleration of gravity, X ancl X are in

parallel planes; so are Y and Y of XYZ frame. As the centre of gravity moves with

respect to frame XYZ, so cloes the base of the gravity frame. When machine is in a

horizontal position machine frame XYZ is parallel to the gravity frame XYZ.

In general, these two coorclinate systems are separated by three translations,

rcc,UcG and zs6 which are coordinates of the centre of glavity with respect to the

machine frame XYZ, and two attitudinal rotation angles for roll þ, and pítch þo,

both with respect to the machine frame (see Figure 3.5). Knowing the location of

contact points fi ancl /2 in the machine frame XYZ, their location with respect to

24
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Figure 3.5: Roll ancl pitch rotations.

system XYZ are obtainecl from the following relation

Y

fi.,

ftn

h"
1

ö'x-
--rY

z
A

tf*L -tJ2t -

: Rot(?J,þ)Rot(r, ó*)Trans(-rgc, -UcG,, -zcà{Ít} (B 4)

fz*

r,,
fz"

1

XYZ

Rot(y, þ), Rot(r, d,) and rrans(-rcGt -ucG¡ -zcc) are homogeneous transforma-

tion matrices defined as [13],

- Rot(?J, þr) Rot(r, ó*)T r ans (- r c G t - ?J c G, - rc c) { Íz} (3.5)

XYZ

Rot(y,þ) :

cosþ,

0

- sinþu

0

0 sinþ, 0

100
0 cosþo 0

001
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Vector description. The vector description of the system is clescribecl with reference

to Figure 3.6. Here XYZ is the machine coordinates ancl point P is where all the

forces ancl moments other than the weight are transferred to. XÍZ is the gravity

frame and CG is the location of the centre of gravity of the whole machine including

the loacl at a given instant. /1 ancl f2 are the two acljacent contact points forming

one eclge of the suppolt bounclary. õ ir th. unit vector in clirection of line connecting

fi and f2 ancl is clescribedinXYZ coordinates as,

Rot(r, þ*) :

Trctns(-rCG ¡ -UCG¡ - zcc) :

1

0

0

0

00
cosþ, -si,nþ*
sinþ, cosþ,

00

0 0 -rcG
i o -?Jcc

0 1 -zcc
00 1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

where fi and f2 are the position vectors of points fi and /2 clescribed in XYZ frame.

,Ë ir u vector clefinecl ínXYZ fi-ame, ancl is orthogonalto fif2. Note that,

ñ..b : o (3.10)

We then clefine the vector Ci1 connectingpoint Cto point fr. C-f, can be definecl

âSt

(3 7)

¡-(¡',-i,)
lf, - f'l

where À is a constant depicting length of the vector Cfi. Knowing that,

f' + St': -ñ
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(3.e)

(3.11)

(3.12)



then,

1.ró+ iù.6:ñ.ã:o
ancl

' - 
(-/t) 'a

b2

where b2 :7. Therefore .d could be found from,

ñ: G,f¡u _ f,

Figure 3.6: Vector clescription of the system.

Unit vector ú which is perpendicular to plane PC ft is now computed,

i:6xñ

(3.1 3)
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where r : å is the nnit vector in the clirection of ñ.

Similarlyvector Q is compntecl in the gravity coorclinatesXYZ. Note that Ç is

ortlrogonal to line fiJ2 ancl is connectecl to tlie centre of glirvity of the machine CG.

fi ancl fi are the position vectors of points fi ancl fzinXYZ frame. 'ñ¿ is the lnit
vector in the clirection of line connecting h b fz h XYZ coorclinate system ancl is

given by,

^:u¿- 
ri)

l¡'; - frt
Again we h¿rve the following conclition:

Õ.n:o
Therefole Q coulcl

2 in Figure 3.6 is

clirection.

be founcl from,

Q : (fi .m)nr - fi (3.1e)

a unit vector in the clirection of Z ancl represents upwarcl vertical

Equilibrium plane. Equilibrium plane as clescribedin definition g, is a plane con-

taining the support boundary edge fif2 ancl the centre of gravity with an orientation

so that the summation of all moments around the boundary edge is minimum. Figure

3.7 shows the equilibrium plane for a general three dimensional case. The plane is

described with an inclination angie of / from the vertical plane. In this plane the

following lelation holds,

note that a clestabilizing moment has been assigned a positive sign. From Equation

(3.20), angle @ is found as

Ð M : (É t)lÃl + Iü . u + mslQlrosa s,inþ : Q

around.flf2

(3.17)

(3.18)

þ : -sin
_, (É .i)ldl + rü . b

mslQlcosa
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Note that in Equation (3.21) vectors in the numerator are clefinecl inXYZ frame

ancl Ç in clenominator is clefinecl inXlfZ frame.

The only unlcnown in the right hand sicle of Equation (3.2I) is the angle o Ìepre-

senting the angle that support bounclary edge, fif2, makes with a horizontal plane.

To fincl cv, we first fincl ñ which is the normal to a plane constructedby 2 and ñ¿ in

XYZ frame (see Figure 3.7),

Figure 3.7: Fincling the equilibrium plane.

7: ! jm-
lzxml

Another outer product between ñt, and ñ yields the vector s- which is

plane ancl perpendicular to the line fif2.

î:ñ¿xñ

to

(3.22)

in the vertical

(3.23)



The angle crl, call then be founcl frorn

Note that when F ancl M are both zero, we woulcl have / - Q

plane is the equilibrium plane. Also note that Equation (3.21)

1r f¡¡ã¡ +ú. 6 < *slQlcosa

When the above conclition cloes not holcl ancl the summation of moments arouncl the

support bounclar-y eclge is negative (special case), basecl on defin'iti,on gthe angle þ is

set to 90" (see Section 3.i.1). Therefore,

^ 
_ I -,n"-',H),lTul!*t tuhen 1É r;¡d¡ + rù b < mslQlcosa

e:\ r,llr\,¿rcaöq 
._ _ -: 

",-, (3.26)

I go' when 1Ë f¡¡i{¡ + rü . i > mslÕlcosa

se: cos '(2.-\' lrl'

'Work calculation for conservative forces. Figure 3.8 shows the methocl of cal-

culating the first part of energy stability level from defin'it'ion 10,which is the worlc

done when the centre of gravity is rotatecl arouncl a support bounclary edge to the

equilibrium plane. As the weight force is conselvative, the work clone clepends only

on the vertical displacement of centre of gravity å

vvl: -mgh

where å is computecl from the following relation,

(3.24)

meaning the veltical

has a solution only if

(3.25)

n: lQlþosþ - cosg)cosa

the angleTy' between Q and the vertical plane is

, -1 t- s.atl - cos '(q. 
- )Y- 
rsr
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Vertical plane

where { is a unit vector in clirection of Q. Note that all these vectors are clefinecl

in the XYZ frame. Therefore the part of the energy stability level associatecl with

conservative forces basecl on defi,ni,tion 10 is computecl from,

Figure 3.8: V/orlc clone by gravitational force.

w1: -*glÕllcosþ - cos{lcosa

Note that total hypothetical rotation of the machine is

0:ó*tþ

Work calculation for non-conservative forces and moments. The second

part of energy stability level calculation consists of calculating the work done by

destabilizing forces ancl moments other than the weight forces. This is the work clone

during the hypothetical rotation of the machine over a support boundary edge until

the onset of instability occurs. Figure 3.9 shows the same eclge of support bounclary

31
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shown in Figure 3.8. The worli clone by the resultant forces ancl moments can be

calculatecl from,

Figure 3.9: lVork clone by non-conservative for-ces ancl moments.

wher-e

Therefore,

vectors are defined in the XYZ frame. During the hypothetical rotation of the

machine over the edge of the support boundary, hTz, the direction of external forces

and moments do not change relative to the machine frame XYZ. The reason is that

the direction of these forces and moments does not depend on the orientation of the

machine frame with lespect to the gravity frame. Therefore the two inner products

rvz - lt¡ t)ds + lfn.u¡ae

cts : lÉlctl

1- f -wz: /(F t)l&ldo + /(M.b)do

(3.31)
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uncler integral sign

ancl we have,

remain constant, i.e.,

r,vher-e d is cleterminecl from Equation (3.30),

F.Í: const.

tú.ô : const.

Total energy stability level. Accolcling to clefinition 10, energy stability level for

each eclge of the support bounclaly such as ft fz is,

lVz :

:

qÉ r¡¡i{¡ | ae + çú i¡ | ae

¡1r i;¡E¡ + 1irü.õ¡1a

Therefore at each instant, the enelgy stability level will be calculatecl for every eclge of

the support boundary. Margin of energy stability is then the minimum of ail energy

stability levels obtainecl for each eclge of the support boundary.

Energy Stult'ili,ty Leuel¡r¡" : -(Wt +W2)

3.2 Application to Mobile Heavy-Duty Machines

(3 33)

(3.34)

The extendecl measure of stability has been developed in Section 3.1. In this section

implementation aspects of the algorithm for stability analysis of mobiie heavy-duty

hyclraulic manipulators are discussed. Flom Section 3.1, we hnow that the energy

stability level for each edge of the support boundary is a function of the following

variables

(3.35)

E ner gy S tabi,tity Leu el : f U t, fz, ó,, ô', mtotot,H"r, Ë, iül¡

tÐ
t)r)

(3.36)

(3.37)



fi ancl f2 z\t-e the coorclirr¿tes of feet contact points r,vhich form the acljacent points in

the support bottnclary. These coorclina,tes ¿ìr'e rne¿ìsulecl r,vith respect to the machine

fi'ame XYZ. @* ancl óy arc the measnrecl machine base cleviations, from the levei

position (roll ancl pitch angles). rrLbhr represents the total rnass of the machine

inclucling the loacl. The location of the combinecl centre of gravity representecl by

position vector ñ.ç6 is another input valiable to Equation (3.37). This position

vector is again cornputecl with respect to the machine frame XYZ. Finally, Ë anct ú
lepresent external forces ¿rncl moments, originated from interaction with environment

ancl/ol movements of the arm of tlie machine manipulator.

Figure 3.10 shows the flow chart of a stability analysis algorithm for a mobile

heavy-cluty hyclraulic manipulator. The operator's control commancls (voltages) to

the hyclraulic valves together with the physical parameters of the machine ancl exter-

nal loacls cleter-mine the manipulator's joint positions, velocities ancl accelerations. In

our stucly these quantities are procluced by the simulation program.

Displacements of the manipulatol arm change the location of the centre of gravity

according to the relation:

| ,".-tRcc: I y"*

| """

Ð?:t m ¿0 î¿ I M t on¿\ ?t o o,t t M, 
"rri 

cr ei t¡ e hi cr e

DT:tm¿ * Mbo¿* M.,ehi"I"
(3.38)
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whet'e R6,ç; is the position vector of the centre of gravity ancl 0í; is the position vector

of the iúl¿ linlç of the ma,nipulator', both explessecl in the m¿rchine fi'ame XYZ. The

location of the centle of gravity of each link is usually hnown r,vith lespect to the

frame attachecl to the link. To compute 04 Linemu,tics of the manipulator must be

hnown. I(inematics of the manipulator is clefinecl by the linlc frame attachments ancl

link palametels [15]. Once the link frames have been clefinecl, the link transforma-

tion matrices,OÁl ,tAr,...,i-rA¿, which clefine the liinematics of the manipulator can

be computecl from Denavit-Hat'tenber-g (D-H) tlansforrnation technique for acljacent

coorclinate frames [15]. D-H transformation matrices are then usecl to comprite 0s-¿

from the following relation:

where (ro,gn,2¡) are the coordinates of the center of gravity of zth link in its own frame.

Muehicte ancl oiu.6¿"¿n, in Equation (3.38), are the weight ancl the position vector of

the centre of gravity of the machine base, respectively. o?too¿ is the position vector

of the centre of gravity of the load in XYZ frame ancl is obtainecl from the following

transformation:

o?loo¿ : o Ann Aroort lood?roo¿ (g.40)

where n Aroo,r is the homogeneous transformation between the load and the manipu-

lator's last linh frame.

In the next step, external force ancl moment vectors (F and NZ) exerted on the

machine base must be computecl. This includes the computation of the reaction forces

and moments proclucecl at the manipulator base while carrying a loacl or interacting

with the environment exclucling the gravitational components. This is in fact an
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inverse clynarnic pt'oblem. Newton-Enler clynamic fonnul¿rtion [16] is acloptecl for this

ptllpose. This folmttl¿rtion leplesents an efficient set of ecprations of motion fol a

rnanipulator. The methocl consists of an outwarcl ancl an inwalcl iter¿rtion loop (see

Figure 3.11).

In the ontwarcl iteration, first the lotational ancl linear velocity ancl acceleration

of each link is computecl by propagating velocities ancl accelelations from the first

linlc to the last one. Angular velocity of rnanipulator links are calculatecl from:

whele i R¿+t : (o*'Rn)' is the rotation part of the Denavite-Hartenberg transforma-

tion matrix fol each linh, d is the joint angulal velocity hnown from the trajectory

ancl ./s is clefinecl as:

lol
nr: lo I

l'l
Angular acceleration of the manipulator links are computed from:

o*tùo*, : i+r R¡liàr. I ìsii¿*1 I i,i¿ x (ioLr*r)l

ot'úo+, : o+t Ro(i,jo + iooi+)

where d is the angular accelelation of the manipulator joint. Velocity and acceleration

of each linh are calculated from:

n*rûo+r: (o*tdo*r) x (ORo*rP; ,) + i+t R¿iú¿ (J.44)

o*'ún*, - o*tùo*, x (0 R¿,.'åi*r) +o*tüo*, x lo+rüo+1 x (0Äo*rFlr)] + o*tRoit, 
ç2.+s¡

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)
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Compute *-->+.+.-->¿^(Ð..(ù..v.v..v.
I t'r'r'l

Ët ,ñt
i=i+1

Figure 3.11: Calculation of reaction force and moment exertecl by the manipulator.
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ancl ¿ìccelelatiorì of the centre of the gravity

tì,:',i, x tr-¡ + tuf, x

r,vhere o no4ï is clefinecl as:

where r/¿ ancl cv? aÌe kinematic parameters of link z (see Appenclix B). Note that
do : úo : 4 : 0. We will also assign do : 0 since we are only intelestecl in
calculating the reaction forces ancl moments exclucling the gravitational effect. Inertial
forces ancl torques acting at the centre of mass of each linh is calculatecl from the
relation

'U; is obtainecl from:

o RnF; :

(od,",ii)+n,to

where i f ; are the elements of the inertia tensor matrix (see Appenclix B). The reaction
forces ancl torques acting at each joint is computed in the inwarcl ioop of Figure 8.12.
It begins from the last linlc ancl is computecl from the following relations:

oi, - o+'O.'*'io*, +oF,

oñn:t+to,.¡t+r¡¿+r * (0Æ¿+ rFÐ * o*t4*r] + (no1;*r*tî;) xnFo +

Note that

"itñr+, - 
loodnrond,, n*rin+t : lood 

f loort

rfit; : m¡iÛ¿

oü : à Ioi Roi,i¿ + iõ¿ x ï(i Iii Ro)i üil

(3.46)

n is the number of links ard.Ioodn¡oo¿ ancl loodfrood. are respectively external moments
and forces clue to contact with the environment ancl are expressecl in the loacl frame.
Finally the resultant vectors of forces ancl moments exertecl by the manipulator on
the machine base are

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.4e)

(3.50)

i ñ (3.b1)

É: -04
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ú : -ofro (3.b4)

The next step in the algorithm is the energy stability level calcnlations ¡sing the
folmulation in Section 3.1.
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Chapter 4

Stability Study of An Excavator

Based Machine

4.L Description of the Machine

In this chapter the algorithm developed in Chapter 3 is usecl to study the stability of
a typical mobile heavy-cluty hydraulic manipulator. The machine, a 2I5B Caterpillar

excavator based machine, is shown in Figure 4.1. It is a mobiie three-clegree-of-

freedom manipulator with an end-effector. The encl-effector can be a buclçet or it can

be a gripper for holding and handling objects such as trees. The upper structure of
the excavator is turnecl on the carliage by a swing motor through a gear tr-ain. Boom

and stick ale the other two linhs which, together with the swing, serve to position

the encl-effector. Each linlc is activated by means of flow and pressure through the

main valves. Nlodulation of the oil flow in the main valves is controlled by a pilot
system through joysticks 1 and 2 (see Figure 4.1); forwarcl, bachwarcl or sicle to sicle

movements of these levers provide indiviclual control of the linl< motion.
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Figure 4.1 also shows the main actuation ci¡cuit. The output of the engine is r.rsecl

to turn tlvo pumps. The output flow of the pumps is used to operate the hydraulic

c¡riinders ancl the srving motor. Hydrauiic oil from pump 1 passes through swing,

stick and boom cross-over valves to ihe tank. Stick movement controlled by the stick

main valve, c¿nnot be achieveci if the swing main valve is fully open. If the laiter is

partly open, the sticic can operate but ¿r,t a slower speed. The motion of the boom

and the stick are coupled via cross-over valves. This will allorv ¿ faster movemenr

of one when the other is at less than fuil speed operation. When the total sum

of the pressures in the implement circuit becomes high enough. the pumps reduce

their outputs to prevent engine stall. This type of hydraulic circuit is known as a

torque-limited ci¡cuit. The machine d¡inamics is complex and nonlinear in botir the

structnre and the actuation. Iiinematics and dynamic specificacion of the machine.

inciuding link frame attachments ancl the D-H transfornra¡iort ma¡r'ices are clescribecl

in Àppenclix B.

+/

Figure 4.1: 2158 Caterpillar excavator based log loacler.



For st¿rl¡ility stuclies of the rner,chine, the manipulator joints tlajectolies, i.e., joint

clisplacernents, velocities ¿rncl ¿rccelera,tions ¿ì,re recluirecl. This information is norm¿ll-

ly obtainecl by clilect nteasurement from the rnanipul¿r,tor'. Fol this stucly holvever,

insteacl of the actual measuleîì.ents we usecl the simuiation moclel of the manipulatoi-

clevelopecl previoLrsly [17]. The valiclity of the simulation progt'am has been testecl

before ancl has been leportecl elsewhere [18]. The simulation program was further

improvecl by aclcling two moclifications. First, to investigate the effect of operation

ovel' a graclient on the stability of the machine, it was necessary to inclucle the ef-

fect of a non-level base in the clynamic behavior of the manipulatot atm. This was

clone by moclifying the Lagrangian clynamic equation of the manipulator. Another

necessary moclification \Mas to moclel the encl-of-stroke conclition in the manipulator's

hyclraulic actuators. Since hyclraulic actuator-s are l<nown to generate a significant

dynamic shoclc force when leaching their limits [i9], it was necessary to model this

phenomenon to be able to evaluate its effect on the stability of the machine. A sim-

ple yet effective methocl was proposecl ancl was verifiecl by experiment. Details of the

above moclifications are incluclecl in Appendix C.

4.2 Simulation Studies

To explore the effect of different operating conditions on the stabiliiy of the machine

a number of simulations are performed. It is also shown how simulation studies can

be usecl to put necessary safety limits on loacls, velocities ancl forces in different con-

figurations so that the safety of the machine ancl operator is guaranteed. Presently

these kincl of limitations only concern the load and radius of the end-effector position

(static stability) and velocity acljustments are left to the skill and experience of the

operator [i]. It is shown in this chapter that dynamic effects are sometimes as im-

portant as the static effects ancl put limitations on the machine operating conclitions.
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Another application of such a simulation stucly is to provicle the clesigners with ¿r,n

inexpensive, fzrst ancl saf'e tool to fine tune the clesign cletails of cliffelent palts of the

rnachine b¿rsecl on the stability criteria. One example of these clesign cletails coulcl be

ihe lveight ancl location of the counterweight in the cabin of the machine.

4.2.L Effect of a sudden stop

Figule 4.2 shows the lesults of a typical rnachine opelation involving sr,ving motion.

Note that XY in this figure represents the machine frame XYZ (see Section 3.1).

Given a step voltage commancl, the machine rotatecl from initial position d : 90o

ancl was blought to stop after one full revolution at 0 : 270". Figure 4.2a shows the

swing valve's spool clispiacement response to the voltage commancl. The response is

that of a first clegree system with a time constant of r. The changes in the input

ancl output pressures of the swing hyclraulic motor are shown in Figure 4.2b. The

limiting plessure in the system clue to existence of the relief valve was 27.6 (MPa.).

Pressures beyond this limit cause the relief valve to open. From stability point of

view the action of relief valve has both favorable and unfavorable effects which will

be cliscussecl later.

Displacement, velocity ancl acceleration profiles for swing joint are shown in Figure

4.2c. Accelerations and therefore inertial forces and moments are much higher during

the start ancl the stop of the motion. Referring to Figure 4.2c, when the commancl

voitage is set to zero (at, ú æ 10 s), the acceleration goes to a minimum ancl stays flat

for a duration of time. This saturation is the result of the relief valve action mentioned

above. Note that after the command voltage has been set to zero (0 : 450'), the

swing joint continuecl to rotate up to 0 : 459". This overriding is
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again a i'esult of the pressure saturation causecl by the relief valve action.

Figure 4.3 clepicts the reaction moments (Figure 4.3a) ancl folces (Figure 4.3b)

clevelopecl at the manipulatol base cluring the motion. These moments ancl forces are

clue to inertial, centr-ifngal ancl Coriolis forces proclucecl at the rnanipulator joints.

Note that the leaction moment ancl force about the Z axis of the machine has no

effect on its stability.

Figure 4.4 shows the results of the stability analysis basecl on the machine response

clemonstratecl in Figule 4.2. Changes in the energy stability level as the swing joint

rotatecl is shown in Figure 4.4a. These are a result of changes in the centr-e of gravity

position ancl the reaction forces ancl moments proclucecl by the manipulator. Figure

4.4b compares the energy stability level for two eclges of the support bounclary (eclges

1 ancl 3) using the extenclecl measure of stability developecl in this thesis, with the

one obtainecl by the energy stability level concept as clefined in [a] (i.e., without the

effect of inertial forces ancl moments). The largest cleviation is at the instant of stop

when large inertial forces ancl moments were present. During the steady-state motion

of the manipulator (2 < ú ( 10s), the inertial loadings were zero and the difference

in energy stability level was caused by the centriftrgal and Coriolis folces/moments

(see Figure 4.3).

The software pachage usecl for this ancl other simulation studies in this chapter

was developed by implementing the algorithm in Section 3.2 and was written in "C"

language. The average running time on a Spark 2 Sun workstation for computation

of energy stability levels for a four sicled support bounclary rvas appÌoximately 0.0178

seconds. Calculation of the external and inertial forces and moments tooh approxi-

mately 0.0148 seconds of the total running time. Therefore the program can easily

run at a 50 Hz. sampling rate.
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4.2.2 Effect of swing velocity

From previous expet'iments it r,vas observecl that the main clestabilizing occurs when

the machine is brouglrt to a suclclen stop. In this case stucly we appliecl clifferen-

t commancl voltages which blought the cab to cliff'erent swing velocities. Once the

steacly-sta,te r,vas achievecl ancl the swing angle reachecl at 90' the commancl voltage

was set to zero. This way the only valiable was the swing velocity. The expeliment

was repeatecl with two cliffelent link configurations: /n configutation (06oo*:43 ancl

0st¿ct:-I75), ancl Ou,t confr.guration (0too*:0 ancl d"¿¿"¡--80). The results shown in

Figure 4.5a clepicts the minimum margin of siability which has occurrecl for each

swing velocity ( in this experiment side 2 hacl the minimum energy stability level).

Figure 4.5a also shows that, for velocities less than 20 cleg./sec., the stability cle-

creases with the increasecl velocity, ancl the 'ottt' confr.guration shows a lower stability

level compaled to the ''in'configuration. This was expectecl since the machine has a

larger inertia while it is in Lhe 'ot¿t' configuration ancl therefore a iarger clestabilizing

inertial loacling exists. For rotational velocities higher than 20 deg./sec. the margin

of stability is almost equal for both configurations and remains basically the same

with increasing the velocity. This can be explainecl by considering the acceleration

profile. Referring to Figure 4.5b, for velocities higher than 20 deg./sec., acceleration

reaches a saturation limit at the time of stopping for both'zn' and 'ozú'configura-

tions (Figure 4.5b compares the result for the swing velocity of 30 deg./sec.). This

happens because of the r-elief valve action in limiting the pressures in the hydraulic

line. When the command voltage is set to zero, the hydraulic motor tries to stop the

manipulator ancl the outlet pressure builds up (similar to situation depictecl in Figure

4.2b). The moment IVI that the hydraulic motor can exert to stop the manipulator

is proportional to the pressure difference in hyclraulic motor which is now limited by

the relief valve. Since II : Ia, the maximum clecelelation produced by the hydraulic

system has a bouncl as shown in Figure 4.5b.
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Note also th¿rt cornbinecl motneni of inertia is lalgel for- ' o'u,t' configtuation, i.e., (Iou, >

1¿,r), therefore 'we shoulcl lìzì,ve cvo,,¿,,,nit 1 &i,r¡;,,";1 l,vhich is consistent with the result

shor,vn in Figure 4.5b. Therefole fol swing velocities higher than 20 cleg./sec., the relief

valve srnooths the stopping action ancl as a result heeps the inertial loaclings within

a limit. This can be consiclerecl favorable fol the machine stability pulposes but may

result in ovelricling of the swing lotation (similar to situation clepictecl in Figule 4.2c)

which coulcl be unclesir-able since the manipulator arm c¿ì,nnot be stoppecl at a clesirecl

position. The slight increase in the stability rnargin for the 'out' confr.guration case

in Figure 4.5a is causecl by the same oveuicling as a resuit of which the manipulator

passes d : 90o which is the position with minimurn static stability.

4.2.3 Effect of the load rnass

The effect of loacl mass on the stability of the machine is now investigatecl. Consis-

tent with the setup in the Section 4.2.2, we kept the swing velocity constant (= 30

cleg./sec.) ancl increasecl the mass loacl carriecl by the manipulator. The swing was

brought to stop at d : 90o. Figure 4.6a shows the margin of energy stability for-

three clifferent loads ( the minimum energy stability level was associatecl with sicle 2).

Increasing the load decreased the static stability and at the same time reducecl the

effect of inertial loading on the stability of the machine. As a result the clynamic ancl

static margins of energy stability approached the same value. Figure 4.6b shows this

trencl clearly. The dampening of the dynamic effects is again the result of the limit

on the maximum pressure allowed in the hydraulic lines. As the loacl increased the

maximum cleceleration and therefore inertial loadings at time of stopping the machine

decreased and so dicl the contribution of the inertial loacls on the machine stability.
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4.2.4 Effect of the load inertia

Figule 4.7 shorvs the lesult of investigz-r,ting the effect of the loacl inertia on thc:

siability of the machine. In ihis set of experiments, weight (1500 hg), location of the

centre of gravity ancl the swing velocity (= 30 cleg./sec.) were lcept constant while

the moment of inertia of the loacl was changecl by varying the .I*, component of the

ineltia matrix of the loacl. This lesembles the pick ancl place task fol logs of similar

mass but clifferent length ancl thiclçness.

The cliffelence between the two orientations of grabbing the log was also investi-

gatecl. Results show that orientation 2 (see Figure 4.7) ts insensitive to the changes

in the loacl inertia in that the margin of stability lemained the same with the increase

of the loacl inertia. For orientation t however, the margin of stability clecreasecl with

the increase of the loacl inertia. Figure 4.7b shows the reaction moments proclucecl

at the manipulator base for 1", - 1 I 800 (k g .m2 ) . It is seen that the inertial loacling is

higlier in orientation 1 and that is the reason for the recluced stability. Components

of overall ineltia matrix which produce the moments about X ancl Y axes, are in

general larger when the loacl is grabbed as in orientation 1.

4.2.5 Effect of top-heaviness

Effect of top-heaviness on the stability conclition of the machine is shown in Figure

4.8. In this experiment a concentratecl load is carried by the manipulator. In both

configurations 1 and 2,loacl (1500 kg), velocity (r30 deg./sec.) ancl the position of

the centre of gravity in horizontal plane are the same. Therefore the only difference

between two configurations is the vertical position of the centre of gravity which

represents the top-heaviness. The difference between the veltical position of the

center of gravity for configurations 1 ancl 2 is 72.0 cm. The figure shows the margin
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of energy stability when the swing joint has completecl a full turn. The result shows

that the margin of energy stability is reducecl by increasing the top-heaviness. This

reduction cannot be shown by either projection method ol the method of Davidson

and Shewitzer [6].

Figure 4.8: Effect of top-heaviness.

4.2.6 Effect of operation on a gradient

Machine stability when it is operating on a gradient is shown in Figure 4.9 (note

that o in Figure 4.9 is equal ¡s -óa as definecl in Section 3.1). Here we simulated

afull rotation of swing with the same conditions as in Figurc 4.2, i.e., constant step
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comntancl voltage ancl loacl mass. Tlie velocity was slightl¡' clifferent Jrecause of the

glaclient effect. Compaling Figure 4.4b with Figure 4.9a a slight clecr-e¿rse in the energy

stability level for eclges 2 ancl 4 is observecl. The main clifference occuïs, however, fol

eclges 1 ancl 3 whele the energy stability level for eclge 1 has been increasecl because it

\vas on the uphill sicle, ancl the energy stability level of eclge 3 has been clramatically

clecreasecl. Figure 4.4b shows the simulation of the same maneuver by the swing joint

when the machine is positionecl across the graclient. This caused the energy level of

stability for eclge 2 to recluce significantly. Refelling to Figure 4.9b, at times t x 7

sec. ancl / = 10 sec., the energy stability levels for.sicle 2 wele almost zero meaning

that the machine was on the verge of instability.

4.2.7 Effect of boorn and stick motions

In this experiment we stucly the effect of boom and sticlc joint motions on the stability.

Referling to Figure 4.I0a, boom ancl sticlç startecl from the lowest position with

average angular velocities of 9.0 and 16.0 deg./sec, respectively. The stich stoppecl

clue to reaching the end of its travel limit (=-30 deg.) and the boom was brought

to a stop by setting the commancl voltage to zero when it reached at 50' (travel

limit for boom joint is 5B'). Figure 4.10b shows the energy stability levels during

the motion. The rise in the vertical position of the centre of gravity increasecl the

top heaviness and thus reducecl the stabiiity for all edges of the support bounclary.

When the stich reachecl its joint limit by the physical limitation of the mechanism, a

noticeable change in energy stability levels was observed. Similarly when the boom

motion was brought to stop at t=15, a sharp decrease in the stability occurrecl (side

4) which is the direct result of the inertial forces/moments produced.
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4.2.8 Effect due to closed-loop interaction

Figure 4.11 shows a case when the rn¿¡chine, equippecl with an excavation tool, per-

formecl a clitch cligging operzrtion. The force F, at the tool tip was moclellecl as a step

fnnction of tirne in the clirection opposite to Z in the r,vorlcl coorclinates. The velocity

of tlre tool tip, v) was kept constant at 0.2 mf sec. Figule 4.11a shor,vs the energy

siability level changes cluring the operation. Figure 4.11b shows the eft'ect of the

external loacl by comparing the energy stability level with ancl without the external

force. The external loacl as moclellecl here significantly reclucecl the energy stability

level of eclge 1.

4.2.9 Effect of support boundary change

Figure 4.12 shows a typical experiment clesignecl to investigate the machine stabil-

ity behavior when wolhing in an unstructurecl environment. Hele we simulate the

situation when a roch is beneath one of the machine tracks while the machine is

interacting with the environment (pushing against a wall for example). In such a

case there are only three contact points with the ground ancl the support bounclary

is therefore a triangle. Figure 4.12 shows the energy stability level changes cluring

the operation. External force is modellecl as shown in the inset of Figure 4.12. This

example represents a static case with no motion involvecl.
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Chapter 5

Graphical Disphy

The magnitucle of energy stability levels for eclges of the support bounclary can be usecl

towat'cls provicling a more efficient and hazar-cl free operation of the machine. Icleally

the information about energy stability levels can be usecl as input to a computer

controllecl system which limits the veiocity and position of clifferent joints so that

the energy stability level is kept above a predeterminecl limit at all times. A rather

simple alternative to the above approach for using the stability status information

is to present this information in form of a graphical display. The ob.jective in this

chapter, is to fincl a suitable geometrical arrangement for the clisplay. The clisplay

should be simple ancl able to convey as much information as possible regarcling the

stability condition of the machine.

5.1 Previous .Work

Daviclson and Schweitzer [6] suggestecl a glaphical display basecl on their measure

of stability, i.e., notmalized virtual power (see Section 2.4). Figure 5.1 shows the

clisplay for a machine having four contact points with grouncl. Rectangle ABCDwhich
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Figure 5.1: Graphical clisplay arlangement from Daviclson ancl Shweitzer- [6].

represents the support bounclary is formed using four normalized virtual powers, i.e.,

Kn, Kzs,I{sa, Ka1. Point E, marhs the position of the centre of gr-avity relative to

machine frame ry. In this arrangement, the effect of changes in centre of gravity

position is shown by the marlçer E and effect of external forces ancl moments are shown

by changing the size of rectangle ABCD. Therefore the clisplay has two changing

elements; the centre of gravity and the boundary of the clisplay. This might cause

some problems in inclustlial applications [6].

Messuri and Klein [4] introctuced a clifferent display arrangement based on energy

stability level. Figure 5.2 shows the display for a machine with five contact points

with grouncl. The polygon ABCDE is formed by horizontal projection of the support

boundary. The marl<er F, shows the projection of the centre of gravity location on

the horizontal plane. The dotteci lines at each side of the polygon show the eneÌgy

stability level for that side ancl therefore the hazard of tipping over. Note that this

clisplay has been primarily developecl for wallcing machine applications. In these
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Figure 5.2: Graphical clisplay arlangement from N4essuli ancl Klein [4].

applications the motions and therefore changes in energy stability level are usualy

slow ancl the complexity of the clisplay is not a problem [4].

5.2 Display Arrangement

In this section a graphical display arrangement is proposecl which suits the measure

of stability developed in this thesis. The display has essentially two components. The

first component is the display boundary. It simply shows the projection of the support

boundary polygon onto the plane which coincides with the floor of the machine's cabin

( i."., parallel to XY plane of the machine frame XYZ in Figure 3.a). This means

that the graphical representation of the support bounclary will not change even when

the machine is worhing on a sloping grouncl. The effect of sloping grouncl and/or

spatially placed feet can be shown using another component of the graphical clisplay
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Figure 5.3: Stability marker polygon.

to be cliscussecl in the next paragraph.

The seconcl component of the graphical display is a mallçer inclicating the current

enelgy stability levels for all support bounclary edges. The extenclecl measure of

stability clefinecl in this thesis assigns a diffelent value of energy stability level for each

eclge of the support bounclaly clepencling on the inertial/external loaclings, deviation of

the machine base from a level position etc. To convey all this information we introcluce

the concept of "stability marker polygon". Figure 5.3 shows how the stability marker

polygon for a four sidecl support bounclary is constructecl. The polygon has the same

number of sicles as of the support bounclary. When the machine is operating on a level

ground and in the absence of iner-tial or external loads, the stability of the machine is

cleterminecl by the position of the centr-e of gravity. In this case the stability marlçer

polygon is reducecl to a point, showing the projection of the centre of gravity on the

display boundary. If other clestabilizing loads appear ol if the machine is on a sloping

grouncl, a polygon is formecl. Let El be definecl as the energy stability ievel of one side

of the support boundary computecl accorcling to clefinitions presentecl in this thesis,

)

(a) (b)
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ancl E2 be the energy stability level of the s¿rme sicle, if the m¿r,chine \,vas operating

on a level grortncl r,vith no clest¿rbilizing loacl other th¿rn its,,veight. The length, r/;,

of each cliagonal of the polygon facing the respective sicle of the support bolncla¡y is
obtainecl from the following relations:

whele ¿is the number of sicles of the support bounclary ancl a¿ is the clistance between

each sicle of the support bounclaly ancl the centre of gravity (see Figure b.3). Note

that d¡ is zero when the loacl is such that it helps the stability of the corresponcling

side of the support bounclaly. This will act as a factor of safety ancl at the same time

helps the clisplay to be less confusing.

Example 1. Figure 5.4 compares the display when machine is stancling on level

grouncl (Figure 5.4a) with the case when it is standing over a sloping ground (Figure

5.4b). The shape of the stability marker polygon reflects the lower enelgy stability
level for the side 3 of the support boundary causecl by the slope. Note that in both

cases the display boundary remains the same.

Example 2. Figure 5.5 shows how the stability marker polygon reflects the effect of

forces ancl moments alising from moving the arm. The example is talçen from Section

4.2.7 (Figure 4.10) in which the boom ancl stick are moving upwarcl. The figure shows

the display at clifferent instants. At t:0.05 the manipulator is stationary; at t:4.0
inertial loading is insignificant (constant velocity) therefore, the clisplay only shows

the position of the centre of gravity. At other instants shown in Figure b.b large

inertial forces/moments are in effect, forming the stability marker polygon.

One of the aclvantages of the graphical clispiay developed here is that the bounclary

of the display cloes not change ancl all the changes in the stability levels a¡e leflectecl
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otr the stability marhel polygon. Note also th¿¡t becatse of the form of ma,pping usecl

here to constmct the stability ruat'her polygon, the d¡ cloes not h¿ve the s¿r,rne sc¿rle.

In other wot'cls if the stability marker polygon is in the same clistance fi.om two sicles

of the snpport bonnclary, it cloes not necessarily mean that the eneïgy stability level

is the same for those sicles.
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Chapter 6

Conclusiorls

6.1 Contributions of This Thesis

In this thesis a moclel which quantifies stability limits for a class of moving base

manipulators was clevelopecl. The methocl is specially suited for applications where

large forces ancl moments exist due to the interaction of the manipulator with the

environment. The concept of energy stability level clefined by Messuri and Klein

[4] was extended here to include the effect of external and inertial forces/moments

oliginating from the manipulator. Comparecl with the previously developed methocl

by Davidson and Schweitzer [6], this new method can reflect the effect of. all factors

contributing to the stability condition including, spatially placed contact points with

ground, rough telrain and top-heaviness.

The new moclel was then integrated within the simulator developed previously, in

order to examine the stability characteristics of a candidate machine - an excavator-

basecl log loader. The algorithm reflected the effect of for-ces/moments, arising from

the manipulation of the implement, on the stability of the machine. While perform-

ing pick ancl placing tasks, the inertial forces ancl moments producecl by moving the
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manipul¿ì.tor aÌlns hacl a significzr,nt effect on the stability of the machine. These ef-

fects rvele mol'e pronouncecl cluring start ancl stop of the motion. It r,vas also f'ouncl

th¿rt the action of the relief valves in the hyclraulic system can influence the stability

chalacteristics of the machine. By limiting the maximum pïessure in the hych'aulic

system, a relief valve lirnits the inertial forces ancl moments. For a machine hanclling

massive loacls, this means that the lalger the mass, the less will be the irnportance

of the inertial loacling on the stability. In othel worcls, the stability of the machine

clepencls plimarily on the location of the centre of gravity (static stability). Further-

more, when carrying a loacl with consiclerable ineltia, the orientation of grabbing the

loacl was found to have a pl'onouncecl effect on the machine stability.

The average lunning time of the algorithm on a Spark 2 Sztn worlcstation was

0.0167s. This incluclecl the time spent for computation of the reaction forces ancl

moments at the manipulator base which took = 0.0148s of the total running time.

lVhen the manipulator interacts with the environment in a closecl-loop fashion,

two cases coulcl happen. First case is when it performs taslçs such as scraping a

surface, where the operation can be modeled as action of external forces/moments

appliecl at the implement. In this case the effect of external forces/moments on

stability assessment is leflected in the same way that the effect of ineltial loads are

consiclerecl. The seconcl case is when the manipulator is usecl as a leg to form an

additional support. In this case force interactions between the tool tip and ground is

considerecl internal and should not be consiclered in the stability analysis.

A simple graphical display was also introcluced for quantitatively clisplaying the

stability condition of the machine. The new display is advantageous over other exist-

ing displays in that, the bounclary of the display remains unchanged for the class of

machines under investigation, and all the changes in the stability level are reflected on

the stability polygon insicle the display . The clisplay rvhich can be used for training

or evaluation purposes is simple and can visually provicle the human operator with
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essential information regat'cling the stability conclitions of the machine. The feasibility

of a,ppl¡.i¡1g the ner,v clisplay as compal'ecl to previousiy clevelopecl ones is, hor,vever,

subject to future stuclies.

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work

The results of this wor-k, r,vhich is believecl to be a further contribution to the stability

stucly of moving base manipulators, in general, ancl stability of heavy-cluty machines

in particular, can be incluclecl as part of a fault cliagnostic system to relieve the

operator from often non-intuitive ancl exhaustive taslç of maintaining the stability of

the machine particularly in the presence of large external and inertial loaclings. Icleally

the information about energy stability levels can be usecl as input to a computer

controllecl system which senses an imminent upset, limits the velocity ancl position

of clifferent joints or even iclentifies correcting manelrvers ancl allowable payloads, so

that the energy stability level is kept above a comfoltable limit at all times. For

example, if a loaclel is working on a slope ancl the computerized systems calculates

that moving a particular log as instructecl would result in overturning the vehicle, the

system woulcl aclvise the operator of the hazard in time for corrective action, thereby

increasing job safety.

During the simulation study, it was observed that stopping the manipulator while

in motion, can generate large inertial loading which negatively affect the stability of

the machine. These inertial loads are generated instantly and if the loading is large

enough to topple the machine, opelator can do nothing to prevent it. It is therefore

necessary to be able to preclict the trend of changes in the stability of the machine.

One methocl is to prepare a table with each ently containing a complete set of variables

defining the state of the machine (positions, velocities, accelerations, inclinations,

loacls, etc.) ancl the malgin of stability which woulcl result if the machine was brought
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to a suclcleu stop. The table can be constmctecl using a simulation program lunning

off'-line. Thelefole ¿rt each instant a table loolc-up algorithm can fincl the rna,r'gin of

stability resulting from the effect of maximum possible inertia loacling. Insteacl of the

look-up table, a learning systern, for- example an Artificial Neural Networh (ANN),

can be tlainecl to lealn the relationship between the machine states ancl the margin

of stability lesulting fi'om a suclclen stop. The ability to generali ze for unlealnecl cases

ancl high processing speecls malce the use of ANN attractive. The placticality of this

approach however, requires further research.
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Appendix A

Introduction to Screw Theoîy

There are two classes of vector quantities-free vectors ancl line vectors [20]. A fr-ee

vector is specifiecl by its magnitude and its clirection ancl can be positionecl anywhele

in space without loss or change of its meaning. Examples of free vectors are vectors

representing relative translational displacements (see Figure A.1a) oÌ pure moments.

A line vector refers to a vector whose effect, in aclclition to its clir-ection and magnitucle,

is also clepenclent on its line of action. Examples of line vectors are those representing

angular clisplacements (see Figule A.1b) or forces. Note that a unit vector is all that is

necessary to specify a free vector while a line vector needs an additional specification

which will be defined in the following.

The distinction between free and line vectors can be made by using the six plucker

line coorclinates [21]. Referring to Figure A.2, a line such as -4 can be uniquely

describecl using the six Plulcel line coorclinates. The first three eiements of the

coordinates are the components of a unit vector ã coaxial to the iine whilst the next

three elements are the components of the moment of the line about the origin o, i.e.,

i x ã [11]. f is a vector extendecl from oligin o to the line A. The unit line vector A

7B



Figure 4.1: Distinction between (a) a fi'ee vector and (b) a line

associatecl with line ,4 is then definecl as,

Ã : [ã;i x ã] - lL, NI, N; p,g, Rl

which is clefinecl as a un'it line vector. The six components constitute

inclepenclent parameters as they are relatecl by the following relations:

ã.ã -- 1

ancl

Pluclrer coor-dinates of a line which connects point lrt,yt,, zr,wr]T to point frr,yr, z2,,wrfT

vector [21]

ã.(fxã):g

(A.1)

only four

Figure ,A.2: The coordinates of a
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is obtainecl from the matrix

f rr, rrl rJt ,r f
| | (^2)
l- rr, !I)2 lJz ,, )

wlrere ?Lr1 ancl ru2 ãre the homogeneons coolclinates, usnally taken to be unity. \,Vhen

each column is stluclç out in turn, the six plucker- line coorclinates are obtainecl as six

cleterminants which are [11]:

L-

Now consicler a force F which acts along a line with clirection ã (see Figure A3).

The moment of the force about or-igin o is given try lFl(f x ã). The folce can thus be

expressecl as a scalar multiple of a unit line vector lFlta; i x ã].

The resultant of two general forces, 14ltat;fr x ãr] anct lFzllãz;izx ã2] acting on

a rigicl bocly can be expressecl bv

lUt Iy

lUZ 12
,fuI :

t)_
f-

Ut 21

?lc Z,

?ur At

u2 Uz

,Q:

,/V -

wherelËl :lFtl+lFrl. C"""rallytheresultantisnotapureforce. If wedecompose

ã.oo to components parallel ancl orthogonal to ã, the left hand sicle of the Equation

z1 !I1

22 ï2

IUI Z1

IUZ 22

,R:

lËl[a";ã'o] : t4 + Fz;G, r F') +(ir" Fùl

ï1 At

12 Uz

Figure 4.3: Representation of a force using
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(4.3) can be rewritten as [21]

wlrere h: (ar .âàlG.ã) õ is the null vector. The first term on the r.ight hancl

sicle of Equation (A 4) is a pure force while the seconcl terrn is a moment parallel

to the line of action of the force. This combination of folce ancl moment is callecl a

wlench with intensity lÉl ancl a pitch å,. Note that fol a pure force h, : 0 ancl for a

pure rotation l¿ : oo. Referring to cliscussion in Section 2.4, [ã;i x ã] represents the

screw axis.

General motion of a rigicl bocly consisting of rotation ancl tlanslation can also be

expressecl using unit line vectors

lËl[an; ãon]: lÉllan;ã"n * hãF] + ¡Ë¡¡õ;na,,¡

where oi is the rigicl bocly lotational velocity vector, ão_ : i x zu ancl the pitch of

the screw axis h: (a- 'ã.)lG- 'ã-). Here a pure rotation twist has a pitch of zero

and a pure translation is represented by h: æ 127]1.

The instant power procluced by a wrencir lÉl[a"; ã""] acting on a rigicl body which

is constrained to twist about a screw, i.e. ldl[ã.;â"_], is given by [21]

p : (Ë. V +ri. ú) : lÉllril(ãr . ão_ tã_. ã,.)

For a rigicl bocly in equilibrium P : 0, therefore,

(A 4)

ldl["",;ã,-]

¡Ë¡¡a¡1a" .ão_ I a- .ã,,") : o

(A 5)
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Appendix B

2L5B Caterpillar Excavator

Pararneters

Figure 8.1 shows the iink frame attachment selectecl for the machine. The corre-

sponcling linh parametels are shown in Table 8.1. Transformation matrices for all

the links of the machine are:

oAr:

cos01 0 si,n9¡ lycosîl

si,n?1 0 -cosfu l¡sin?1

01 0 0

00 0 1

, A,:

cos02 -si,n02 0l2cos02

s'in02 cos02 0 l2sin02

0 01 0

0 00 1

(8.1)
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v

\
Swin¿

-/e,
xo

Cabi

I

x1

1

tr(

Boom

le

Figure E}.1: Frame attach for'links of the manipulator.

x2

4Atood which is the homogeneous transformation between the load and the manipula-

tor's last link frame is:

z2

,{
!

+
I

,A,:

Stick

cos03 -sinîs 0 fucos?3

si,nfu cos?s 0 lssin1s

0 01 0

0 00 1

zs

xe

\

where ln : 0.I2m. Table 8.2 shows the data for mass and location of the center

of gravity for each link of the manipulator. Note that the location of the centre of

gravity is given with respect to the frame attached to each link (see Figure 8.1).

Table 8.3 shows the components of the inertia tensor matrix (Equation 8.5) for
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l+

I

Xload

zload

L
nloo.d. 

-

100 la,

010 0

00rt:2
0001

(8.3)

(8.4)



each linlç of the mauipulator. Note that the inertia tensor is also clefinecl .with respect

to the frar¡re ¿l,ttachecl to each linh ancl therefole rcma,ins constant legarclless of the

position of the linlç relative to the machine frame [i5].

'Ii :
J-+!- t rn¡n!

Ixu

1,,

I,:u

b-+!- ¡ *nu\

1,,

Joint

I

variable

2

Table B

01

J

02

1,,

Iu,

b+J== * m¿z!

0¿(des.)

03

Linlc

0

0

a¿(cleg.)

Tabl

at'

0

90

8.2

link

0

's.

.z: lvlass ano cen

a¿(m)

linlc

Swing

0

/rr : 0.35

Swing

m(ke)

Boom

lz:5.2

(B 5)

I,*(kg m2)

Boom

8031

Stick

do(^)

/s : 1.8

Stick

15700

¡(*)

1830

0

i5400

688

-t.4

0

600

a\rn)

Ior(kg m2)

-2.9

0

0

0

tv clata.

-0.9

z(*)

0.2

100

-0.16

0.1

10

1,"(kg m2)

0

200

0

0

I,o(kg m2)

0

0

-1100

I*"(lcg m2)

0

0
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Appendix C

Contributions to the Sirnulation

Model

C.l Effect of a Non-level Base.

To inclucle the effect of operation over a non-level grouncl on the stability of the

machine, we neecled to include the effect of a non-level base in the simulation model of

the machine . Note that this is a modification in structure subsystem of the original

model . The general clynamic equation of the manipulator clerived by Lagrangian

method is in the form:

where F¿¡ is a generalized force, D¿¡ is the effective inertia matrix, D;¡¡ is the coefficient

representing centripetal and Corioliseffects and D¿ is the term related to the gravity

loacling. The only term in Equation (C.1) affectecl by a non-levei manipulator base

is the gravity lerm D¿ which is computecl from the following expression:

444
4 : Ð Do¡ï¡ +tÐ D¿¡¡ï¡o¡ -t D¿

j:i j:í h:¿
(c.1)

(c.2)



wlrere ntp is the rnass, g is the column vectol representatiorr of the gravity vector

É, To is the t'el¿r,tecl hotnogeneous transformatiorr of manipulator linlis zr,ncl ff is the

position vector of the centle of glavity of the link in its own frame. To inclucle the

effect of inclination, we only neecl to moclify d. Itt Section 3.1.2 we clefinecl the base

cleviations from level position by attituclinal angles for roll ancl pitch of the machine

frame XYZ with respect to the gr-avity frame XÍZ (see Figure 3.5). The same

rotational transformations are usecl to moclify S when the machine frame is in a
non-level position, i.e.,

(c.3)É: Rot(a,-þu)Rot(r,-ó,) I :l
L_,J

ancl Rot(r,-ó,) are lotation matr.ices clefinecl

Rot(v, -óu) :l*':' i -":r'l
I sinþo 0 cosS, l

Rot(r,-r,, : I I ""0,r.,,',r,1
L 
t -sinþ, "orq, )

(c 4)

as [13],

(c.5)

l"o16, sinþosinþ, -si,nþr"orq.fl 0l I sinþucosó,s1g:l o cosþ, sinþ, ll ol:l -'h4,:,.s1 f.ul
l rmq, -sinþ,cosþo ,orqn"or6, I L -r ] | -*r6,""oril""n] 

'- '

Note that $ is definecl inXYZ frame. This modifiecl $ is used in the dynamic moclel

of the manipulator.

where Rot(y, -þ,,)

Therefore we have,
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C.2 Modeling End-of-Stroke Condition.

The impoltance of clynarnic analysis of fluicl powet' systems has been recognizecl for

a long time [22,23]. One of the cliscontinuous nonlinealities which occut in hyclraulic

systems is when the actuatoÌs encounter encl stops ancl a significant clynamic shoclc

force is generatecl (Figure C.1) [19]. As this kincl of clynamic forces can affect the

stability of a machine carrying a hyclraulically actuatecl manipulator, it was essential

to moclel this phenomenon.

To recluce the shock forces generatecl at the encl of stroke, all hyclraulic actuatols

are usually equippecl with one or another kincl of hyclraulic clashpots. The main

objective in using clashpots is to decelerate the piston with a controllecl force, stlong

enough to reverse the strohe swiftly but not so fast that it shocks other- operating

components. Therefore to model the end-of-strolçe conclition, one shoulcl also moclel

the clashpot effect. One methocl to moclel the encl-of-strolçe conclition is to assume that

the unit is brought to rest instantaneously. This simply implies stopping the integrator

ancl performing a restart which is unattractive due to the penalty in computational

effort [24]. Imposing a very high cleceieration will malce the system mathematically

stiff. Although gear stiff methocl is capable of coping with this stiffness 125,26], it
may involve significant computational effort. It is prudent to avoid stiffness at the

mocleling stage. The second methocl at bringing the actuator to rest at appropriate

position involves reclucing the driving force, increasing the viscous friction coefficient

and the introcluction of a spring rate into the equations [27].

Here we introcluce a rather simple, yet effective, model which in concept is similar

to the above approach but differs in implementation in that it maintains the actual

force at its true value and cloes not require to artificially introduce a spring rate or

damping into the moclel. In cleveloping this model two important issues are consicl-

erecl; the capability of the model of being adclecl to the existing simulation pÌogram
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force

without clisturbing the clescription of other component moclels ancl, its capability of

allowing to employ large time steps without encouraging instability or clivergence.

Referring to Figure C.2, when the piston reaches the encl of strolçe we have Pt : P"

and P2 : P", where P, is the maximum pr-essule allowed in the hyclraulic line (set

by a relief valve) ancl P" is the return (tank) pressru'e. The manner in which the line

pressures arrive at the above levels depends on the clashpot charactelistics. Here we

introcluce a virtual pressure, P,¿,., which should in fact resembles the bach pressure

in a clashpot. This pressure is activatecl at a distance ó from the end-of-strohe ancl

is aclded to the line plessures (Pi or Po depending on the direction of motion). The

virtual pÌessure changes linearly with the strohe (see Figure C.3), i.e.,

Figure C.1: Unclampecl hyclraulic cylincler.

Here / is the piston displacement and l¡¿* is the end of strolçe length. ó and P are the

two parameters which are to be acljusted for different types of hydraulic cylinclers ancl

clashpots. P is normally chosen to be greater than the maximum pump pressure. It

shoulcl be large enough to bring the piston to a stop even in the presence of load. ó, on
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the other hancl, is usecl to fine tune the expression for Pu¡. such that the clecelerating

characteristics of a specific clashpot is simulatecl properly.

To show the applicability of the above formulation for simulating the encl-of-strolce

conclition in hyclraulic manipulators, two cases were studied. The first case was the

simulation of the up/clown motion of link two of a Unimate MK-II hyclraulic robot

(Figure C.4). The seconcl case was the simulation of the in/out motion of sticlç linh

of 2158 Caterpillar Excavator (Figure 1.1).

Figure C.2: Hyclraulic cylincler near the encl of strolce.

D! var

Figure C.3: Virtual pressure distribution.
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Case One: Uni,mate MK-II Robot. The experimental results are shown in Figure

C.5a where the measurecl joint angles ancl accelerations are plottecl. The simulation

results are shown in Figure c.5b. The simulation results are in agreement with the

experiments. Figures C.6a ancl C.6b compare the pressure patterns. It is seen that

once the joint limit is encounterecl, the input pressure rises to its limit while the

output pressure drops to the atmospheric pressure.

Case Two: 2158 Caterp'illar Ercauator. The second case, the stick was moved out

until it was brought to stop by hitting its joint limit (see Figure C.Za). Again the

end-of-stroke cleceleration pattern was successfully simulatect. The result is shown in

Figure C.7b. Comparing with the experimental observation, the joint limit condition

was simulated with reasonable accuracy. The changes in the acceleration observed

in the experiments were clue to the changes in the input voltage originated from the

joystick controllecl by the machine operator. In the simulation the input voltage to

the sticl< main valve was kept constant. The inset in Figure C.7b shows the effect

of varying the parameter ó in the simulation. A selectecl value of ó : 5% gives an
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acceptable

procluces ¿ì

incluclecl in

result. A higher'ó

lalge cleceleration

Figure C.7c which

results in lower values for clecelelation ¿rncl a smaller ¿1

effect. The simul¿r,tecl line pressules v¿ria,tions is also

is similal to the pattern shown in Figs. C.6a ancl C.6b.
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(a)
Shúbn

Figure C.6: Unimate MK-II robot pressure change; (a) Experiment, (b) Simulation.
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